Create Engaging, Integrated Digital Experiences
Oracle WebCenter Portal provides an integrated web experience, transforming the way people work and connect. It’s available for cloud as well as on-premises deployments.

With Oracle WebCenter Portal, you can easily and quickly build engaging, dynamic intranets, extranets, composite applications, and self-service portals for every part of your business.

You can present and manage personalized content in a secure way from multiple sources through a unified view delivered across multiple channels. Design a look and feel tailored for your unique business needs. Connect and engage your employees, customers, and business partners through social tools like wikis and blogs to optimize productivity and business effectiveness.

Deliver a high-value, empowering, integrated digital engagement to your users.
Get a one-stop solution for enterprise content.

With the digital information explosion, keeping your content secure, up-to-date, relevant, and available is a new necessity. Oracle WebCenter Portal delivers on this efficiently by leveraging the strengths of Oracle WebCenter Content, the enterprise-grade content management solution.

With business content stored in a central repository, you get to decide who can work with your content libraries, files, and folders, and what they can do.

You can upload your files, track versions easily, share information, and use workflows to get the information approved by the right people. Quickly create your content, add images, text, and videos, precisely choose your content, and present it the way you want—in predefined or custom display layouts.

Content management is now agile and secure.

Oracle WebCenter Portal’s modern and intuitive design makes user’s experience smooth and effortless.

Deliver to Multiple Devices
Right from the start, design and deliver your portals to multiple channels—desktops, mobile devices, or tablets.
With responsive design, display content according to the device screen size, automatically.
Reach anyone, anywhere, on any device.

Search Quickly
Easily locate relevant information with instant search suggestions.
Refine your search using filters to get exactly what you want.
Search what you need, at a speed like never before.

Secure Your Information
Tune into a robust solution where enterprise-class encryption, detailed analytics, permission controls, and granular role-based access keep your information safe. Allow your users to securely sign in only once and access your integrated solution easily. There’s no need to remember multiple passwords.
In today’s dynamic, agile business world, your employees, customers, and partners need to connect more than ever before. Harness the collective wisdom of your organization with Oracle WebCenter Portal.

With social and rich-media portals, promote collaboration through wikis, blogs, instant messages, and emails. Help users to find expertise and knowledge internally, connect better, share ideas, and get the job done faster—without ever leaving the portal interface.

Engage and delight your users. Let them keep track of important events, stay informed when things change, follow and comment on items, mark favorites, and tag items for quick access. Get social. Drive workplace productivity and team effectiveness.
Extend your application.

To deliver a unified, context-aware user experience, Oracle WebCenter Portal integrates with a range of applications—seamless to end users—removing the boundaries between enterprise applications. Integrate with the full Oracle WebCenter suite of products, Oracle Content and Experience Cloud, other Oracle applications, and third-party apps.

By extending WebCenter Portal, increase your business agility, empower business users, accelerate application development, and enhance flexibility. Benefit from simplified application integration by presenting the data from an application in a variety of visualizations: table, bar graph, pie chart, or list.
Choose your **deployment option**.

On-premises or cloud? Take the time to consider the deployment option that best fits your unique business needs. Deployment is now easy and rapid.

- **On-premises**: Install everything you need locally on your hardware, create the complete domain, and configure high-availability environments on your own, managed by your IT staff. Keep complete control over every aspect of your solution.

- **Oracle WebCenter Portal Cloud**: Subscribe to Oracle WebCenter Portal Cloud and let Oracle handle the platform provisioning, installation, domain configuration, and hardware and software management. Pay only for what you use.

- **Oracle Cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)**: Get access to a set of core capabilities such as elastic compute, storage, networking, bare metal, migration tools, and container to help you quickly increase business value and performance. Keep complete control over every aspect of the system.
Reduce Costs

Reduce IT maintenance and administrative costs.

With Oracle handling all installation and domain configuration, save on large investments in hardware and IT expertise. Pay only for what you need.

Reduce Maintenance

Eliminate technical and organizational bottlenecks. Instead of administration and maintenance, spend time on development innovation, on rapidly building and publishing engaging portals.

Automate Scaling

Quickly and easily scale up by provisioning additional instances when they’re needed for development, testing, or increased demand. Reduce the setup time.
Learn More

- View data sheets, FAQs, pricing, and additional resources on the Oracle WebCenter Portal product page.
- Purchase a subscription and get started by visiting the Oracle Help Center.

Connect

Twitter: @Oracle WebCenter
Facebook: Oracle WebCenter
LinkedIn: Oracle WebCenter Portal
YouTube: Oracle Documents Channel

Visit

Visit our Oracle WebCenter Portal community.
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